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Intimate conversation over a meal is a tool with many uses.
This includes learning about one’s enemies, real or perceived, and opening
a door to their humanity. Whether one uses this new understanding
towards solidarity or to strategize against one’s foes is up to the user.
THE IN-BETWEEN: TEA TALKS is a series of intimate facilitated discussions
over home cooked meals that bring together conflicting populations
of artists, activists and workers to discuss topics affecting them in the
Bay Area and beyond. The first conversations took place at The Adobe
Backroom Gallery from April 15-18 2017 and were documented both in
audio and through a series of commissioned writings by participants that
are published in this reader. The gallery was installed to feel like a cozy
home and hung with a series of artworks with a utopian message called
“Contract”.
The project paired over four meals artists and tech workers, activists using
different tactics, “sharing economy” laborers and their critics (taxi drivers,
tenants rights activists) together in a hospitable environment so each may
share their positions in a safe yet open and critical dialogue. I interviewed
those who were unable or unwilling to participate (ride sharing workers,
for instance) in separate meetings.
The project aims to complicate the current good vs. evil/us vs. them
narrative while eliciting understanding and extracting nuances from all
sides. We engaged in ‘Hospitable Democracy’ and local micro politics
while placing these issues in the larger current political landscape. These
issues will be shared broadly through this reader and future iterations of
THE IN-BETWEEN.
Thanks to the entire Adobe Collective, all of the participants for the courage
and generosity to show up for some difficult discussions, and to the writers
for sharing their responses with you.
—Lexa Walsh
San Francisco, 2017

Edges-turned-Centers
Tech and Art Workers in San Francisco
LIAT BERDUGO

When protests broke out in Oakland, California in 2013 against tech
workers and their private shuttle busses, I was just finishing my MFA on
the East Coast. I was acutely aware of the situation in the Bay Area: I
worked in in Silicon Valley’s tech industry before leaving for art school.
Later, when I moved back to Oakland in 2014 and into a collective art
studio, I could still feel the aftermath of these protests. One of my studiomates displayed a prized object on his desk: a single piece of broken
window glass from those 2013 Google Bus protests.
In this semi-hostile environment, Lexa Walsh brought six tech and art
workers together for tea in a gallery—a ritual of intimate conversation, a
gesture towards removing the enemy and mob mentality from the so-called
gulf that divides us.
But of course, there was not a gulf between us—that’s the point of the
intimacy created by warm drinks and social practice artwork, at its best.
Instead, the six of us found ourselves at the edge of the same debate, rather
than on on two opposing sides.
San Francisco itself is at the edge of the country, noted Bala, a tech worker
seated for tea at our table—and the overarching ideology here has long
been one of edges. Bala paraphrased a Rebecca Solnit quote about San
Francisco:
“My own dear city had long been the far edge of the country,
not merely in geography, but in possibility, the left coast that
presented alternatives and refugees from the mainstream…”1
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Rebecca Solnit, The Encyclopedia of Trouble and Spaciousness, p. 4.
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The edges, the fringes, the peripheries: these are places I like to be as an
artist. These places give me space from the conventional, dominant
paradigms. In this space, I can make new art. The edge is also a space of
freedom sought after by queers, trans-folks, and many others fleeing the
hetero-patriarchal standards as well. Of course, the tech world also loves
the edge. Technology can Think Different here (Apple), or can Move Fast
and Break Things here (Facebook)—here in California, at the edge.
As our tea talks continued, Bala confessed: “Every time I read [Rebecca
Solnit], I find myself hating myself,” he said. “I have to feel guilty about
something.” Solnit wrote that her dear edge-city of San Francisco was
catapulted to the center seemingly against her will by Silicon Valley’s
wealth and power.2
The six of us seated for tea discussed how the flow of capital into the
Bay Area has not benefited everyone equally. This is what urban studies
theorists like Richard Florida have called “winner-take-all urbanism,”
where only a subset of neighborhoods receive the gains from knowledge
capitalism.3 June, another tech worker drinking tea brought up the awful
letter that a developer and startup entrepreneur Justin Keller wrote to San
Francisco Mayor Ed Lee last year, which basically asked the question: “I
pay taxes: why are there still homeless people at my doorstep?” Keller’s
letter sums up San Francisco’s winner-take-all urbanism well:
“The wealthy working people have earned their right to live in the
city. They went out, got an education, work hard, and earned it….
I shouldn’t have to see the pain, struggle, and despair of homeless
people to and from my way to work every day.4
No tech worker at the table agreed with this letter. June, who is a member
of the Tech Workers Coalition, helps organize labor rights within tech
companies in what I’d call an effort to stop this kind of winner-take-all
urbanism from destroying San Francisco’s working class.
Yet we all understood why Bala feels guilty when he reads Rebecca Solnit.
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Ibid.
Richard Florida, “Build Cities That Won’t Trash the Working Class,” WIRED, May 2017
Justin Keller, “Open Letter to SF Mayor Ed Lee and Greg Suhr (police chief)” Feb., 2016

The tech industry is inarguably raising rents, we agreed, and this is making
it difficult for artists and many others to survive in the new Bay Area—a Bay
Area that’s as much a center as it is an edge.
What might a healthy tech and art relationship be? “Let’s ask technology
to invest in the arts!” cried the artists at the table. But Kyle, an artist and
designer seated for tea asked simply, “Why?”
“Why would technology need to invest in the arts?” asked Kyle. “What
is so important about art…. over ultimate frisbee? Over a nice meal?” I
paraphrase, but his sentiment rings through. Kyle wanted to know: how can
we prove the value of art over anything else one could spend money on?
This question haunted me. This question haunts public schools as
well, who are favoring STEM-only education and are cutting their arts
curricula entirely. This question haunts or perhaps, cajoles our current
administration, which is planning to cut funding from the National
Endowment for the Arts. How does one prove the value of the arts in order
to garner investment, longevity, and stability?
Bala stopped us from traveling down this route of proving value.“If you
have to prove the value of art,” said Bala (and I paraphrase), “pretty soon
you will also have to prove the value of technology, and of humanity in
general. This is not a good path to go down.” Furthermore, if artists are
seeking a change in attitudes from entrepreneurs, we discussed, they
may not find it. Entrepreneurs are limited in their power since they are
accountable their capitalist funders, who in turn, are seeking a financial
return on their investments. We concluded that what we need is more
governmental regulation.
Or, what we need, proposed Kyle, is the end of capitalism.
Capitalism is a slippery seal. After all, “it is easier to imagine the end of the
world than to imagine the end of capitalism,” goes the quote attributed to
either Jamson or Žižek, depending on who you ask. My last stock options
from my tech days will vest on May 11th, and are currently are worth $0.
My full-time income comes from being an art professor. I was evicted from
3

Oakland last year, in one of the no-fault evictions that are sweeping the Bay
Area, with its rising rents and winner-take-all urbanism. My evictor wasn’t a
techie, but an arts education worker at the SFMOMA.
After the tea, I left with complicated feelings and returned to Solnit for
solace: “Centers are supposed to be good things, but I prefer edges. That
in part because wealth and power are also often disasters, with casualties
and wreckage.” As we sit here in San Francisco, in our new rich city that is
an edge-turned-center, I wondered: what are we to do with all this wealth
and power, but find comfort in small moments of hospitable, democratic
discourse, with our supposed enemies, over tea?

4

Something Like Art
Tech and Art Workers in San Francisco
GEORGIA PERRY

What’s it like being an artist in residence at Facebook headquarters? At
Day 1 of Lexa Walsh’s Tea Talks, Yulia shared her experience. For Yulia,
who was commissioned to paint a mural in the marketing department,
it meant overhearing conversations that struck her as odd—marketing
reps talking about why users of the site weren’t responding well to certain
advertisements. They were constantly brainstorming how to tweak the ads,
make them more stimulating, more relevant. Yulia thought it was funny.
Not once did she overhear anyone in Facebook’s marketing department
suggest that maybe people didn’t want to be advertised to in the first place.
Facebook, as a website, is ostensibly free to use, sure. But, in order to make
money on their end, they have to advertise to us users. Take our data. Coopt our attention, make us addicted. This isn’t very good for us. In his novel
The Circle, Bay Area author Dave Eggers compares the tools created by
social media companies to snack food: “You know how they engineer this
food? They scientifically determine precisely how much salt and fat they
need to include to keep you eating. You’re not hungry, you don’t need the
food, it does nothing for you, but you keep eating these empty calories.
This is what you’re pushing. Same thing. Endless empty calories, but the
digital-social equivalent. And you calibrate it so it’s equally addictive.”
There’s a story about another Facebook muralist, a renegade kind of guy, art
school dropout. His name is David Choe. David Choe was commissioned
to paint murals for Facebook when the company was just starting out. They
told him that as payment he could either have stock options or $60,000.
He chose the options. In 2012, when Facebook went public, David Choe’s
stock options were suddenly worth over $200 million. His response?
Largely, annoyance. He told Barbara Walters that nobody would leave
him alone—he kept getting requests from the news media to talk about
his newfound riches. All that money, it cost him his privacy. He hated it.
“It’s gonna sound horrible to say, but money is meaningless. Everyone’s
5

like, ‘What are you gonna do now, now that you have all this money and
freedom?’ I did everything I wanted to when I had nothing. I’m still gonna
do whatever I want, just more people are gonna bother me now.”
Indeed, when it comes to the art/tech divide, many assume falsely that
the problem lies in artists being poor and techies being rich. Beyond that,
techies are robots who don’t care about art. There’s simply more to it
than that. Bala, an engineer who attended the Tea Talks, brought up the
unseen binds of living in San Francisco and working at a tech company.
Rent in the city, in a desirable neighborhood, starts at $3,500. Keeping up
the lifestyle requires you to work an awful lot. People wonder why techies,
especially younger ones, don’t buy art. They have the money, the argument
goes. Yes, but it goes to the landlord. And the time to invest in art? What
time? Bloomberg ran a story this year, “Why Silicon Valley’s Young Elite
Won’t Invest In Art.” It described a young, wealthy engineer who came to a
high-end art fair in San Francisco. He didn’t leave with anything, though,
because he was only able to allot one hour of time at the event before he
needed to go back to the office.
So is the problem the cogs, or is it the machine? Kyle, a fine artist who
attended Tea Talks, said flatly, “I don’t think tech is the problem. I think
it’s Capitalism.” Because, yes, there’s a reason Facebook commissions
artists to create murals on the Facebook campus. It’s the same reason tech
employees eat incredible food, ostensibly for free. The work ethic at those
places, what’s demanded of you. It’ll co-opt all your time, your attention,
make you addicted practically.
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Day 2: Activism
ELENA GROSS

I have never been a skilled cook, I have only ever been good at following
directions. Where others can take risks with ingredients, or feel confident
with expensive cooking equipment, or in total control over high powered
ovens or gas stoves, I seem to only be capable of making a mess. There
are far too many independent variables, too many unknowns, for me to
feel sure of myself when cooking. The same could be said of my feelings
around protesting: too many unknowns for me to feel sure. When it comes
to cooking, I say, live by the recipe. But when it comes to protesting?
What makes a stellar recipe is specificity and assuredness. After following
all 15 steps and after combing all 11 ingredients, you know what to expect:
a complete dish. For protests, however, completion can often be a lofty
and unrealistic goal. Measuring the success of a protest has less to do with
whether or not the system was dismantled and the government overthrown
in totality and more to do with whether or not progress was achieved,
whether specific asks made and specific actions taken, whether demands
were met. At the end of a cake recipe, you get a cake. At the end of a
protest against racism, you, unfortunately, do not get reparations and
racial equity.
In recent years, the global visibility of grassroots organized protests in
America has grown. The whole world watched the collective rise of Black
Lives Matter and millions of women descend upon the National Mall on
Inauguration weekend to protest the swearing in of our 45th president.
But even as mainstream news feverishly covered the early days of these
movements, questions as to the effectiveness and relevance of protesting
at all continued to garner just as much attention. I have often heard from
otherwise socially-engaged and passionate people that protest fatigue and
burn out has become common. The argument here is that protesting just
doesn’t achieve as much anymore. The reasons as to why this is vary from
technology-has-desensitized-us, to the-political-Left-has-lost-its-radicalism,
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to protestors-only-care-about-making-a-scene-not-about-the-issues. Even
folks who seemingly occupy the same side of the cultural divide do not see
themselves as allies anymore. “What does the Left even mean anymore?”
one person asked during the discussion which was followed by abject
silence as it dawned on each of us that we didn’t really know anymore.
Anyone left of center, seems to be one answer. But then what or where
is center?
Is this just a problem of language? If understanding who and what “the
Left” is requires one to know who or what the Center and who and what
the Right is, then we are probably in big trouble. If the past election has
taught us nothing else it is that language can be weaponized. In the case
of Donald Trump, this is the deployment of the “alternative fact,” which
counters everything from history to science to religion. Against such an
irrational and pervasive opponent, the vagueness of terms like “political
Left” can be detrimental as it becomes hard to find political equals or
allies. From the “alternative fact” point of view, the Left equally refers to
centrist Democrats as to anti-capitalist, anti-authoritarian Anarchists.
But in this problem of language is where the recipe metaphor really takes
hold and can temper the divisiveness that has recently erupted across the
nebulous political Left. There is no one recipe for revolution; there is
always more than one way to bake a cake. No one method of resistance
is going to be the most effective across the board. Over the course of our
discussion, participants shared their varying experiences with activism,
big and small, on micro and macro levels. One woman, prior to this past
January’s Women’s March, hadn’t been to a protest since the early days
of George W. Bush and the Iraq War. Another woman suggested that her
recipe for a protest should include mindfulness training for police, to
help de-escalate the situation and create more empathy between opposed
groups. Another shared their belief in contact and communication in
multigenerational family structures, reminding us all that the local is
political and the political is local: change can, and perhaps should, start
at home.
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There is no one recipe, formula, field guide, or handbook for how to stage
the best protest. There is no guarantee that when all is said and done, you
will have a revolution, a dissolution of the state, and equity and fairness for
all human beings. Just as there is no guarantee that if you follow all the of
the directions, exactly as they are written, you will have the perfect cake.
But whatever mélange of ingredients, in whatever order you have arranged
them, and under whatever extreme temperatures or circumstances, in the
end you will have something radically different, and hopefully better than
you had before.
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Words Mean Things
GEORGIA PERRY

Words mean things. This phrase is emblazoned on a tote bag for sale at
the bookstore where I work part-time. People who come into the store like
the tote bag. They point to it and say, “I like that tote bag.” It’s an attractive
bag, black with neon text in rainbow colors. Then they say, pointedly, to
whoever is working the register, “It’s so sad how we need reminders like that
today.” We shake our heads in solidarity and tell them it’s $20. It is sad. Our
relationship with the customers is transactional so there isn’t time to say
much of anything else. Besides, you know, “Thank you for your business.
Have a nice day.”
Words mean things. The thing about the tote bag is that it is vague. In a
certain way it is saying, “White House Press Secretary Sean Spicer recently
rebranded Nazi death camps as ‘Holocaust centers.’ Let’s talk about that.”
In another way it is saying absolutely nothing, because it is not specific.
Words mean things. But does their meaning change when they are taken
and put in a blender with the lid off, and flung out in any direction, left
to splatter against the wall? Or when they are hollowed out? We discussed
these ideas, among other things, on Day 2 of Lexa Walsh’s Tea Talks, the
Activist Challenge Tea. Specifically, we addressed specificity.
Words mean things. Yet, do they lose their meaning when a commanderin-chief lies flagrantly to the American public, to the world, regularly?
As just one example, take the phrase “fake news.” This term came about
to describe the completely fabricated news stories that sprung up on the
social media site Facebook preceding the 2016 U.S. Presidential election.
The stories claimed, among other things, that Democratic Party nominee
Hillary Clinton had a fatal illness and was in hiding, using a body double
for public appearances. These stories were directly traced back to Russian
hackers. They were outright lies. They were made up. After the election,
President Donald Trump co-opted the term, using it to describe established
13

and credible news sources like CNN and The New York Times. When asked
about this at a press conference in February 2017, Trump responded, “The
news is fake because so much of the news is fake.”
Words mean things. Yet, there are new meanings highly-charged words
have taken on in the current political climate.1 Crook. Fascist. Left. Right.
Radical. It is our duty to be specific, even if we are afraid of judgment or of
making a mistake, because without specificity we are not saying anything at
all. We are simply paying lip service. Diversity.
Words mean things. One word means a lot of things. Violence, for
example. Elena, at the Tea Talks event, wanted to know: When we talk
about violence do we mean state-sanctioned police violence? Do we
mean demonstrators causing property damage at a protest? Do we mean
the perceived violence of an African-American male walking down a
sidewalk towards us? Do we mean punching a white supremacist in the
side of the head?
Words mean things. One word means a lot of things. Fascist. Eileen asked
us to consider: Is Donald Trump a fascist? Does it matter? Is it worth taking
the time to argue about the correct usage of the term, while he is busy
putting the wheels in motion for a Muslim registry?
Words mean things. One word means a lot of things. Left. Sarah said
that the AP Stylebook now officially discourages reporters from using the
terms “left” and “right” to describe political leanings. The terms are now
too broad to mean much of anything. This year, following the election,
Vermont Senator and former presidential candidate Bernie Sanders went
on a tour of rural America. He held town hall meetings with Trump
supporters, listening to their goals, frustrations, fears and dreams for the
country. In many instances, he led them to reach the conclusion, on their
own, that health care should be a human right for every American. The
news articles about this tour have titles like, “Bernie Sanders Transforms
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1 This right here is a decent example of the issue at hand. “Current political climate.”
Insert nervous, teeth-bared emoji icon here. We, as a collective population, are comfortable
alluding to the issues we see around us, but it’s harder to be direct. We are often afraid to say
in explicit terms what the “currently political climate” is or isn’t. Author of this essay being
no exception.

Trump Supporters into Liberals.” That’s not what he did, though. He
got specific, peeled back the layers of rhetoric that divide us, and found
common ground. From there, he introduced an actionable plan based on
the shared values that were left.
Words mean things. But they can only mean things if we listen to one
another. This includes the uncomfortable work of calling out bigotry, of
saying, “That’s not OK,” or “Can I share a story with you about my own
experience, related to what you just said?” It also includes listening to the
shared pain beyond words, and having the courage to face it together.
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A Tea Talks Glossary of Terms
SARAH HOTCHKISS

It’s become increasingly difficult to talk to each other. The words we
use to describe various ideologies and the things we do to each other in
the name of those ideologies become increasingly obtuse and imprecise,
distorted from their time-honored definitions. We wonder if we need new
words, or simply more words.
ACTIVIST

someone using vigorous campaigning to bring about political or social
change; someone evaluating their own skills and weaknesses to best bring
about political or social change; not necessarily protesting in the streets
(see demonstrate)
ALT-RIGHT

a political grouping or tendency mixing racism, white nationalism and
populism; a name currently embraced by some white supremacists
and white nationalists to refer to themselves and their ideology, which
emphasizes preserving and protecting the white race in the United States;
a term that normalizes racism; not to be used
ANTIFA

shorthand for anti-fascism, the opposition to fascist ideologies, groups and
individuals; on the right side of history
BACKPACK

ingredient necessary to protest
BLACK BLOC

groups of protesters who wear mostly black and conceal their identities to
hinder criminal prosecution while simultaneously protecting their faces
and eyes from pepper spray; a visually cohesive display of solidarity; often
associated with anarchism
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CELL PHONE CHARGER

ingredient necessary to protest
CONSERVATIVE

holding to traditional attitudes and values; cautious about change or
innovation, typically in relation to politics or religion; a muddy term in the
vein of Right
CONVERSATION

the informal exchange of ideas by spoken words; meeting intelligence with
intelligence; necessary
DEMONSTRATE

a practical exhibition and explanation of how something works or is
performed; a lived example of an alternative strategy
FASCISM

extreme right-wing, authoritarian, or intolerant views or practice;
importance of classifying people as such is questionable; if behavior is
despicable, does it matter what we call it?
FREE SPEECH

the right to express any opinions without censorship or restraint; not to be
reduced into a false dichotomy with hate speech
FUTURE

to be fought for
GOAL

the object of a person’s ambition or effort; an aim or desired result; listing
of which may be more effective than classifying oneself by political party or
broad ideology
GUNS

a weapon that will not disappear, especially when city police forces possess
military-grade firepower; conversation about which fails to address deeprooted racism in American institutions, legislature and society at large
18

HATE SPEECH

words that attack a person or group on the basis of attributes such as
gender, ethnic origin, religion, race, disability, or sexual orientation;
creates dangerous climate by normalizing violence and bigotry against
marginalized peoples; dehumanizing
JUDGMENT

an opinion or conclusion; not to used to evaluate other people’s actions,
especially if you’re not willing to engage them in conversation
KNOWLEDGE

facts, information, and skills acquired by a person through experience or
education; lived experience; to be shared
LEFT

a group or party favoring liberal, socialist or radical views; encompasses,
without further definition, everything from anarchy to anti-capitalism
to Hillary Clinton; the Associated Press Stylebook advises journalists to
generally avoid using “left-wing” to describing political leanings
LIBERAL

favoring maximum individual liberty in political and social reform; open to
new behavior or opinions and willing to discard traditional values; a muddy
term in the same vein as Left
LISTENING

making an effort to hear something; being patient; necessary
MEDIA

the main means of mass communication (esp. television, radio,
newspapers, and the internet); often fails to fully cover the nuances of a
given protest movement or event; often out of touch
NAZI PUNCHING

an activity to be watched on repeat as a form of therapy; a way to visually
deflate a seemingly untouchable, hateful group; controversial
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PROTEST

an organized public demonstration expressing strong objection to a policy
or course of action adopted by those in authority; an oppositional structure,
possibly not as productive as a lived example of alternate action (see
demonstrate)
RADICAL

a person who advocates thorough or complete political or social reform; a
compliment or an insult, depending on who you are and who’s saying it
to you
RICHARD SPENCER

a hateful, dangerous fool
RIGHT

a grouping or political party favoring conservative views and supporting
capitalist economic principles; not to be underestimated; encompasses,
without further definition, everything from fiscal conservatism to white
nationalism; like “left-wing,” the Associated Press Stylebook advises
journalists to generally avoid using “right-wing” to describing political
leanings
SAFETY

the condition of being protected from danger, risk or injury; a condition
everyone has the right to exist within at all times
SEXUAL VIOLENCE

encompasses, without further definition, everything from workplace
harassment to catcalls to rape
SOCIALISM

a political and economic theory of social organization that advocates that
the means of production, distribution, and exchange should be owned
or regulated by the community as a whole; an inflammatory term in the
United States
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SNACKS

ingredient necessary to protest
SPECIFICITY

to be used, when comfortable, as a weapon
SQUAD

ingredient necessary to protest
STRAW MAN

a sham argument set up to be defeated; a tactic used against political
opponents
TOLERANCE

the ability or willingness to tolerate something, in particular the existence
of opinions or behavior that one does not necessarily agree with; the line
between which and standing up for your beliefs must be made personally
VIOLENCE

behavior involving physical force intended to hurt, damage, or kill
someone or something; encompasses, without further definition,
everything from a perceived threat to hate speech to state-authored
warfare; a shorthand for many things, depending who you are and who’s
saying it to you
WATER

ingredient necessary to protest; clean, safe access to which is worth
fighting for
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Taxi / Ride-share Talks
SARAH BURKE

Of all the Tea Talks sessions, the conversation between San Francisco taxi
and ride-share drivers was the one that didn’t quite come to fruition. What
it came down to: The meeting would have been too contentious. You’d
think, perhaps, that AirBnB hosts and tenants’ rights advocates would prove
the most volatile, or the activists arguing on either end of the direct action
debate. But, as the gang of scruffy middle-aged white men trickled in for
tea and scones at Adobe Backroom Gallery, it quickly became clear why
the meeting could not have occurred.
Early on, Trevor Johnson, an infamous local anti-rideshare activist and
former board member of the San Francisco Cab Drivers Association, noted
that he no longer drove a taxi by casually recalling a physical brawl he had
with an Uber driver on the asphalt. Adding on, fellow cabby Kelly Dessaint
mentioned his own encounter with a woman driving for Lyft, who he had
admittedly cut off: She drove up beside him, gestured for him to roll down
his window, and attempted to Mace him, he said. In their descriptions,
the streets of the city—their daily workplace—became a battleground for a
brutal feud between taxi cab and ride-share drivers.
Johnson knows his stuff down to the nitty-gritty details. But he can also
lay out his argument succinctly: “Ride share companies treat their drivers
like they’re disposable, and so their drivers act disposable.” There was one
primary complaint that continued to surface in every imaginable form:
Uber and Lyft drivers aren’t trained to do a job that requires training.
According to the taxi drivers in attendance, that meant streets congested
with hired drivers who stop dangerously on curbsides not designed to
accommodate them, don’t know how to merge correctly, frequently crash
into each other, and constantly stare at their phones because they don’t
know the lay of the land. They painted a picture of an industry filled with
working-class professionals who, within just a few years, were replaced by
an army of amateurs with iPhones that now makes more than them despite
barely being able to do the job.
25

“Uber gives anyone with an iPhone and a car a reason to go out and drive
around while staring at your smart phone,” said Johnson. “It’s like playing
Pokemon Go, but with real people.”
In 2011, Johnson built the S.H.I.T.S. List (that’s Smart-phone Hailable
Illegal Taxi Service, his preferred terminology for Uber and Lyft), an online
database for tracking Ubers, which were still new at that point. He rallied
hundreds of cab drivers to contribute to it by taking photos of license
plates on cars that were clearly driving for Uber—often jumping out of
their own cabs to snap a picture on their phone. To him and his peers, it
was blasphemous and obviously illegal that totally untrained drivers were
picking up passengers in commercially uninsured cars, bypassing driving
school, licensing, and other long-held protocols applied to traditional taxis.
Dessaint, who is among the rare breed of drivers who converted from Lyft
to taxi, openly remembered the warnings he was issued about cab drivers
after joining the Lyft workforce. Particularly, he said he was told to avoid
being photographed and never admit to being a hired driver if he got in
an accident. “They knew Trevor was out there,” he said. “He was on their
radar from the beginning.”
In both taxi and Lyft culture, it seems that the counterpart is framed as a
villain. Uber and Lyft drivers: rideshare pawns with no conscience about
the livelihoods they are ruining by participating in an exploitative system
of transportation—and on top of that, the worst drivers ever. Taxi drivers:
Rude, elitist, merciless, dangerous bullies who refuse to share the streets
with folks just trying to make a living. While the CEOs, executives, and
investors of Uber and Lyft rack in a fortune, it appears that they’ve created
a system in which hired drivers of all stripes are pitted against their fellow
laborers, fighting for their right to make a living.
On average, the cab drivers in attendance said that they make about
one third of what they did before Uber and Lyft came around, despite
working twice as much. They gave the impression of a workforce slowly
being forgotten, with no allies in city hall and a dwindling customer base.
Even many once-devoted regulars have slowly switched over, and most
millennials don’t even know how to hail a cab, they pointed out. As the
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group also noted, they are among a small few who have the time and
energy to strategize and speak out about the unfairness of their situation,
while most are too busy simply trying to feed their families.
The majority of the conversation was reserved for complaints about the
alleged extreme incompetence of ride-share drivers and the esoteric ins
and outs of San Francisco transportation code. And, as the attendees
referenced specific intersections, routes, driveways, the intestines and guts
of the city, and the various crowds that migrate to and from specific points
at certain times, they also managed to perform another point: professional
drivers have an expert knowledge of their city that smart phones will
never be able to replicate, and that might be their best weapon for
winning back customers.
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The Girl in Concrete Dreams of Grass
and Blue Skies
DOROTHY R. SANTOS

The “backyard” to our Mission apartment wasn’t the typical yard of a
suburban home the way I wished. It was all concrete and I bounced a ball
against the neighboring wall to pass the time. My best friend in grammar
school lived in Daly City and her parents paid some outrageously cheap
amount for their home back in the 1970s. Their home cost about $35,000.
It was three bedroom, two bath home with a family room downstairs replete
with a backyard. I envied her when I had to return to our railroad style
apartment in San Francisco. But I loved that apartment with its wide array
of sounds from the busy streets below. From friends greeting each other
to people fighting, it was all a cacophony of noises that made their way to
and through the constantly closed thin glass windows of our apartment. In
hindsight, our apartment was my first understanding of the complexities
of being within a predominantly Latino neighborhood, yet being from an
immigrant Filipino family. My parents paid around $150 a month for rent,
which is nothing compared to the thousands of dollars someone is paying
for that same space in 2017. I dream that the scratches from my mom
ticking my height with her pen to the crayon marks where I drew on the
wall are still there. I wish for the remnants of us somehow.
That railroad apartment was home. I think of it often and how formative
the environment was in my understanding of how I saw myself within
my family and within the immediate community we were a part of.
Admittedly, I had a bit of an identity when I was younger. When my
grandparents arrived, the five of us lived in that one-bedroom apartment
off of 24th Street. Despite being raised by my Filipino parents and my
maternal grandparents, my extended family next door is where I learned
how to speak Spanish. My baby sitter was the sweetest woman from Costa
Rica who spoke very little English. Mama Miriam. She still resides in her
apartment. I’m 38 years old now. It’s amazing how time flies and what
it meant for me to see Mama Miriam last year. She was surprised and
delighted to see me. Walking up to her apartment, the steps seemed so
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tiny. At one point in my life, they were so big and it seemed like an infinite
number of steps to make my way to her arms and home cooked food. I
didn’t even bother looking at our old address: 3337. Her apartment was
so familiar to me. The long hallway didn’t seem so long anymore and her
children were no longer teenagers, but grown adults with children and a
couple of them had grandchildren. Time certainly has flown by, but the
apartment is still very much the same.
When I was 10 years old, we moved to the Bayview and it was relatively
far from up and coming. But my Mom moved us there because she was
able to buy a house for about $136,000 in the late 1980s. Despite it being
a different place all together then, there was a backyard with grass a lot
like the one I envied growing up. That home still holds an extremely
sentimental value in my heart from all of the Christmas parties and
birthday gatherings. It was the home where my first kiss happened outside
my parents doorstep. It was even the home that one of my exes would
climb up to my bedroom window and sneak in to see me because
I couldn’t go out after 10 pm. But as I’ve aged and matured, home has
taken on many different forms. A home is a place that offers a sanctuary
and respite from the rest of the world. The idea of home seems like an
infinite evolving.
During a productive conversation in the back gallery room at Adobe Books
one lovely San Francisco evening in the Spring 2017, I recalled memories
of being born and raised in San Francisco. All of the aforementioned
thoughts took seconds to conjure up when we were asked “what is the
recipe for a healthy community?” With everything going on in the world,
all I could think about was what makes a community unhealthy. I didn’t
really know what to expect when I sat down at a table to discuss tenant
rights and the effects of gentrification in the Bay Area. I was hesitant to
be in conversation, quite honestly. But it was a nice mix: a landlord, a
tenant rights activist, an AirBnB host and homeowner, another writer,
an acupuncturist, and I sat around a beautiful laid out table that reminded
me of Lovejoy’s in Noe Valley. So much of what we discussed made me
re-think my notion of home, sustainability, and understanding the
greater economic forces that might infringe on someone’s living space
and livelihood.
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One of the more striking and compelling stories from the evening was that
of Iris Canada who turned 100 years old in July 2016 who fought for her
right to stay in her home. I couldn’t help but think of Mama Miriam or my
own mother for that matter. While my Mom owns her own home, I can’t
help but think of someone telling, instructing, badgering, or harassing my
mother to leave a place she knows so well. It’s appalling how our culture
and society treat the elderly. It’s also despicable that something as essential
as housing is not easily attainable in a place that has quite the abundance
of wealth. Sometimes, I wonder about how I feel about San Francisco.
It certainly isn’t the San Francisco I knew, but it would be silly for me to
think a place stays the same. As a native, I grapple with the consequences
of having moved out of the city to find a cheaper place to live that allows
me to be financial stable and follow my dreams. I think that’s the issue
many people in the Bay Area face when it comes to assessing what ought
to be sacrificed such as living where you work or living in a particular
place for social capital. Many people who work in the city don’t even live
there and vice versa. The droves of people that want culture, work outside
of San Francisco at many of the tech companies in Silicon Valley or the
peninsula. I have always had conflicting feelings having been one of the
(bio)tech workers for over a decade getting on a chartered bus when I was
living in the City.
Another aspect of the conversation I found challenging to listen to was the
way in which one guest at the table talked about the San Francisco Music
Center on Capp Street as a nuisance and unable to change in a way that
is convenient to all neighbors. I found myself angry, but understanding
simultaneously. There are certain things you have to face in order to live
in a certain place. It begs the question of how new people coming into a
community accept or compromise with others? What are the ways in which
people can grow and develop together to co-create and re-envision what an
environment can be and people can truly be in service to each other?
At the end of the night, memories of walking along Army Street (now
Ceasar Chavez) and looping back to 24th Street continued to swirl gently
through my mind. However, I had no recipe for a healthy community. But
I had all of the ingredients of a recipe for an unhealthy community at the
forefront of my consciousness—cultural appropriation, speculation for
capital and monetary gain, and individuals not respecting the history and
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traditions of the city. The hope is that people love and respect the area from
which they find themselves in. It’s necessary to be able to do this and pay
respect to people that were possibly inhabiting that space years, decades,
and centuries before. But that isn’t taught, you know? The reverence for
land and what it might have meant to live there when there was nothing,
but dirt and trees.
All of the concrete in the world can’t hide what lies beneath a space and
how we interact with all of the things that have changed the environment
and made it what it is. There’s nothing people can do other than to respect
what has come before. But how do you do that with people that don’t
particularly care to do that? How do we go about making people care to
the point where they are taking an active role in keeping the elderly safe
while guaranteeing future generations know what has come before them?
Although I dreamt of green grass and a quiet backyard, the concrete of the
city and blue and red tiled streets of La Mission remain home even if I am
unable to live there now.
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Notes on Sharing
EMILY HOLMES

In a recent conversation orchestrated by Lexa Walsh, individuals with
potentially opposing perspectives met to discuss how Airbnb has impacted
the current housing situation in San Francisco. The conversation—held
over tea and treats—started by brainstorming what qualities constitute
a healthy community, and then a more targeted prompt to discuss the
“sharing economy” of Airbnb.
To summarize an unwieldy, heated situation that’s had no shortage of
public commentary: For some Airbnb hosts, renting out one room or a
whole unit is temporary, carefully vetted, and a useful (even fun) source
of income; this is often the poster child Airbnb promotes, an appearance
of simple sharing that glosses over the pervasive reality that this lucrative
short-term rental economy has been abused with a big impact on housing
availability here. It is no public secret that some landlords have thwarted
the law by using illegal evictions to flip units for profit, either turning them
into perma-Airbnb rental spaces or hiking the rent much higher for new
residents who can pay more. Given the already high and still increasing
rents for available properties, and the smaller pool of units, this situation
puts many San Francisco residents at a disadvantage when seeking longterm rentals—that is, a place to live in (full time) and call home. To state
the obvious: It can be a struggle for many people who live here to obtain
basic access to shelter.
We skipped the introductions (by accident, I think) and jumped right into
conversing. No one had an immediately clear understanding of who the
others in the room might be, at least not until they’d voiced an opinion
highlighting their stance, a statement usually articulated from a personal
lived experience. We later learned that we were, as a group: Artists,
musicians, writers, tenants-rights activists, previously houseless, property
owners, landlords, Airbnb hosts, Airbnb guests, small business owners
(current and previous), restaurateurs, chefs, and small-scale farmers. A
varied group of individuals representing very different lived experiences.
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In the room, a gallery space decorated to feel homey—but with the artifice
of vinyl wood-panelling decals left obvious—we made ourselves vulnerable.
We told our stories to relative strangers. We were honest (or so it seemed
to this participant, who acted more as a scribe and observer). Expressed
vulnerability was our common thread (perhaps not the sole common
thread, but an ever present one). As listeners and speakers, we witnessed
the residual emotional impact of someone living with and in
vulnerability—of varying degrees and types.
Our experiences as a group included: A previously houseless individual
who also lost their small business; a current landlord fearful of losing their
own property, and of giving up rights—and losing their own personal
income—as a property owner. A property owner’s struggle to use rentalsharing options ethically and intentionally, and feeling vulnerable in
relation to the short-term renters themselves, and considering the impact of
their presence in a low-income neighborhood; two tenants-rights activists
who witnessed (and fought) the eviction of elderly San Franciscans, and
had seen first-hand the downright hostility of new, unsympathetic property
owners in response. Shared concern was expressed over the communal
vulnerability to entitled, convenient tourists: What happens when an
apartment building, or even an entire residential block is largely occupied
by short-term renters and visitors? What happens to that building or
neighborhood, and how are the remaining residents impacted? Is there
still community there?
Vulnerability is a spectrum, and it is contextual. In the best care scenario,
it is temporary—and solvable. It is easy (and hopefully universally agreed
upon) to say: A person who has lost housing and/or lacks access to safe,
affordable shelter is extremely vulnerable—much more so than any
individual property owner or landlord. One’s health (read: ability to literally
continue living) may be at risk without shelter, compared to another’s
source of profit or lessened opportunity for profit. And yet, there’s enough
proof to the contrary that basic human needs for shelter are going unsolved
in San Francisco, and without appropriate urgency to help protect our own
community. There is nuance within our individual lived experiences, of
course, as evidenced by the diverse stories shared in this space.
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There was no significant conclusion or decision, no consensus formed
or enforced. We had shared our stories, contrasting as they were. At one
point someone in this room said, “The sharing economy isn’t real sharing.
Sharing has been co-opted for profit.” An act of sharing involves dividing
up resources and distributing to others. Sharing means you have a portion,
and so does another. Sharing, hopefully, would mean that risk of urgent
vulnerability has been considered, and allocations have been made to
reduce this risk. Sometimes this means giving up a larger piece of the pie
in order to make sure your neighbor gets a little. And, sometimes, it means
simply listening to others as they tell their stories, and holding space for
that sharing, too.
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